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Listen different ways

Are leading tones in a moving line high enough in pitch? How do the fifth and third fit
into a chord? Listen to errors in unisons and octaves. Determine if some instruments are
out of balance, don't blend, lack confidence. Work to balance an inaudible note, a non-
blending instrument. Many intonation problems will then take care of themselves because
the players will be able to clearly understand the overall sound.

End-to-front rehearsing

Don't always rehearse the various sections of a composition starting from the beginning,
especially when it contains difficult passages. Do sightread it through to determine if you
should even attempt it, but then take the last major phrase (16 bars or less) and carefully
work it out. When the group is reasonably comfortable with that segment, back up to the
next to the last major phrase. Work only to the beginning of the final phrase possibly
taking a slower tempo several times. As soon as this phrase is working, let the music
continue on to the very end.

Psychologically you gain a lot. The group knows what to do with that last section and
will play with confidence. They also sense accomplishment. Even more important: When
the bell rings to end the period, you can conclude the rehearsal with a good-sounding
finale. The rehearsal ends on a positive note.

Passage woodshedding

Apply the end-to-front rehearsal technique to difficult lines. To learn a 4/4 measure of
sixteenth notes, for example, do not start at the beginning of the figure. Begin with the
last four 16ths of the measure plus the first note of the following measure. Play the five
notes several times very slowly, slurred. Always in time and with a continuous pulse.
Always allow at least two rest pulses between repetitions (known in many theories as the
preparation pause). Next do the same thing with the four 16ths on the third beat, ending
with the first 16th of the fourth beat.

Now play that third beat group plus the following 16th, resting for three 16ths before
playing the fourth beat group (including the first note of the next measure). This
momentary pause between the two groups gives the brain time to reset and creates a
mental pivot note. As soon as this grouping is comfortable, play all nine notes as a unit.
Then work the second beat group alone. Link the three units using the pivot concept and
then play all thirteen notes. Etc.



Using this method in a controlled, meticulous manner, anyone can learn to play virtually
any passage. Though possible to implement in a section rehearsal setting, it is most
effective one-on-one.

Instrument placement

The lack of low voices in many of today's bands creates a real problem with tuning. If,
out of 35 players, you have only one tuba or one baritone sax, the rest of the band will not
have much in the way of bass voice overtones on which to anchor. To help this situation,
try placing that bass instrument in the middle of the setupósecond row center, for
example. All players will then be close to the source of the bass line and will gain sub-
conscious awareness of overtones. Experiment frequently with seating to balance-in weak
voices.


